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What’s The Meaning?

What is the meaning 
of life? Life has no meaning.

Each of us has meaning 
and we bring it to life. 

It is a waste to be asking
the question, when you 

are the answer. 

Joseph Campbell

The grand opposition rally sponsored by RJD at Patna drew in 
senior political leaders from at least 12 parties, including Bengal
CM Mamata Banerjee, former UP CM Akhilesh Yadav, rebel JD

(U) leader Sharad Yadav, former Jharkhand CM Hemant Soren, 
Congress’s Ghulam Nabi Azad and CPI’s D Raja. The gathering of
anti-BJP forces may well be the first step towards a nationwide maha-
gathbandhan of secular parties for the 2019 Lok Sabha polls. And if
such a grand coalition does fructify, it could prove a serious challenge
for BJP. For, there are growing signs that the BJP dispensation has 
developed an authoritarian streak as exemplified by its championing
of food laws and kid-glove approach to cow vigilantism. This provides
an opportunity to anti-BJP parties to make an electoral comeback.

That said, for a grand opposition coalition to work there needs to be
both chemistry and arithmetic. The 
latter looks good on paper, the former is
more difficult. Take the case of Sharad
Yadav. The senior JD(U) leader has been
at loggerheads with Bihar CM Nitish 
Kumar ever since the latter broke the 
coalition with RJD and Congress to form
a new ruling alliance with BJP. With JD
(U) now pushing for Yadav’s removal
from Rajya Sabha, it’s unclear what he
brings to an anti-BJP formation.

Plus, the fact that BSP chief Mayawati stayed away from the 
RJD-sponsored rally shows that parties are still unsure about the
project. Mayawati made it clear that she would only join a secular,
anti-BJP coalition after a seat-sharing formula is worked out. In the
same vein, Congress being represented by Ghulam Nabi Azad 
instead of party vice-president Rahul Gandhi shows that it too is
testing the waters. After all, with RJD supremo Lalu Prasad and his
family being charged with fresh cases of corruption, other political
parties are wary of being tainted by association. 

Besides, the opposition formation’s secular plank is also under a
cloud. Mamata might be the most strident anti-BJP chief minister
today, but her secular credentials are dubious. From banning Durga
idol immersions on Muharram this year to a Trinamool minister
openly criticising the recent Supreme Court triple talaq ban to Ishrat
Jahan, petitioner in that case, facing social boycott in Kolkata, 
Mamata’s Bengal is anything but a paragon of secularism. Unless
and until opposition parties iron out these inconsistencies a 
secular, anti-BJP platform will fail to make any political impact. 

Unwieldy Alliance
RJD’s anti-BJP platform is marred 

by multiple inconsistencies 

There was a time when an acid attack involved nothing more
than some very happy hippies on a mind-expanding trip. They
bothered no one but the moral police who are, as we know, 
offended by fun. Today however the same two words bring to
mind images that are anything but happy. Acid attacks are a 
terrible problem in India and while a lot of noise has been made

by politicians and policy makers about the regulation of acid sale the number of
attacks is actually on the rise. Like gun control in America this is a complete joke
and while we don’t have the access to automatic weaponry that Americans do our
Indian inventiveness has conjured up something at least as horrible because the
sale of acid is even harder to ban. Used across big and small industry such as at 
your friendly neighbourhood car mechanic it is sitting there in plain sight.

And thanks to our finely honed, world-class gender discrimination young
women are overwhelmingly the victims. They are usually attacked by a man or
groups of men who couldn’t take no for an answer. Our conditioning that the 

female is the lesser of the species is so thorough that there are days on
which i am convinced every Indian male is in need of counselling. Not
all of them – but let’s be honest a great number – do wear their mommy
issues like badges of honour. They are so used to getting exactly what

they want at home that when they enter the real world they cannot take any
form of feedback let alone rejection. 

We need to understand that in severely patriarchal countries like ours crimes
against women tend to be treated lightly. Consider this: The Bengal Sati Regulation
may have come to pass in 1829, but the government of Rajasthan was forced to
enact the Sati Prevention Act in 1987! Clearly some guys needed a reminder.

Just because we don’t cover our women in hijab doesn’t mean we are a 
feminist nation – or even close. Incredible India is worse off than Bangladesh
where they have actually been able to make a dent in the number of attacks.
Right from how quickly cases are tried to the conviction rates, to stringency of
punishment they are far ahead of us. We on the other hand seem to more closely
resemble our other country cousins. So for all of our nationalistic nitwits who
say ‘go back to Pakistan’ – bro, for some women, they are already there. 

The writer is a comedian

Decoding acid attacks

Radhika Vaz

Too many Indian men just 
can’t take no for an answer

One of the first state-
ments you come across
on the website of the 
Tamil Nadu Hindu 
Religious & Charitable
Endowments (HR&CE)

Department’s website is this one: “The
management and control of the temples
and the administration of their endow-
ments is one of the primaryresponsibili-
ties of the state” (italics mine).

The irony of the government of a 
“secular” state running religious 
institutions is obviously lost on HR&CE.
More so when we note that the state has
been intermittently ruled by parties like
DMK whose leadership has, in the 
past, formally professed rationalist and
atheist beliefs.

But we shall let that pass and presume
that, despite top-level political antipathy
to Hindu religion, HR&CE is willing to
hold its nose and do everything it can to
run the 38,481 temples and endowments
under its control fairly and efficiently.

Unfortunately, that has not been the
case. When you put the fox in charge of
the hen-house, you don’t get better 
protection of your millennia-old spiritual
and historical heritage, but wayward 
behaviour by officialdom. Beneath the
surface, corruption festers, and price-
less idols and valuables are bartered
away for filthy lucre.

This is apparent from a recent Madras
high court judgment in two cases (Crl 
OP Nos 8690 and 12060 of 2017), where 
the petitioners had complained about 
officials being careless in protecting idols
worth crores of rupees, and possibly 
acting in cahoots with idol smugglers.

In the first case, petitioner R Venkata-
raman alleged that ancient idols from
Chola-era temples in Thanjavur district
were moved and “stocked unofficially,
against the HR&CE norms, and the truste-
es, along with the Executive Officers of
the HR&CE department, created records
as if the idols are intact, when factually
six idols, of which five belonging to Sri
Viswanathasamy Temple at Keelmanaku-
di, and one Vinayagar idol belonging to

the Arulmigu Sri Idumbeswarar Temple,
were missing.” The petition alleged that
instead of keeping the idols at the Icon
Centre, they were kept in an “unauthori-
sed tunnel and also in a scrap room be-
longing to the Public Works Department.”

In the other case, filed by public in
terest litigant Elephant G Rajendran, it
was alleged that a senior police officer, I
Khader Basha, now DSP, and two other
police personnel, who were earlier part
of the Idol Wing, came into possession of
six idols while investigating a case 
involving one Arokiaraj. Two of these
were allegedly sold to a noted smuggler
in Chennai for Rs 15 lakh, who then 
resold them for an alleged sum of Rs 6
crore. But despite an FIR being filed 
against the police officials concerned,
they were promoted, and “no further 
action, either by way of arrest or by de-
partmental proceedings, was initiated.”

The high court, in an order dated July
21, 2017, by Justice R Mahadevan, had no
hesitation is saying that the state was 

wayward in its defence of priceless 
heritage assets and roasted HR&CE for its
failures. After noting that Indian temples
had been ravaged by invaders for centuries,
he added: “For the past several years, a
new form of attack is carried out by
smuggling the ancient idols. Foreigners
and disbelievers see the idols as antiques
worth only ... in terms of money, but the
people of this country see them in the 
semblance of god, culture and identity.”

The court castigated the department
in no uncertain terms, pointing out that
HR&CE is the custodian of most of the
state’s temples and their properties, but
has clearly failed to do so despite control-
ling large revenues. “It is startling to

find that the HR&CE department, with
all its income from major temples, has
not been able to maintain historical
temples and safeguard the idols ... many
temples constructed at least 1,500 years
ago or much before ... are in ruins. Even
the daily rituals are not performed. Some
temples remain closed throughout the
day with no one to even lighten (sic) 
the lamps ... this has also come to the 
advantage of the miscreants, who have
laid their hands on the idols.”

Having come to this conclusion, the
court ordered the obvious remedies: 
departmental action and FIRs against
the alleged culprits, moving all idols to
strong-rooms or Icon Centres, creation
of a list of all temples managed by the
state and number of priests they employ,
computerisation of records and 24x7 
video and electronic surveillance of 
these idols and other valuables.

But the scale of loot and irresponsibi-
lity goes beyond mere smuggling and 
illicit sale of idols. Some time ago 
Subramanian Swamy, BJP’s Rajya Sabha
MP, alleged in a newspaper article that
the Tamil Nadu HR&CE controlled 
“more than 4.7 lakh acres of agricultural
land, 2.6 crore square feet of buildings
and 29 crore square feet of urban sites of
temples.” These temple-owned properties
should have been earning revenues in
thousands of crores, but the government
collected barely Rs 36 crore.

It is difficult to authenticate these 
figures from three years ago. But if they
are anywhere near correct we have the 
makings of a gigantic scandal, at the ex-
pense of Hindu devotees who contributed
to this wealth. But it’s not about Tamil 
Nadu alone. In the five major southern 
states over 1,00,000 temples are being run
directly or indirectly by governments, 
making a mockery of the idea of the 
secular state where separation of religious
from temporal activity ought to have been
acentral principle of governance.

This separation is all the more 
important when you have cases of gross
negligence, where the guardians of
temples are also its predators. The fence
is eating the crop.
The writer is Editorial Director of Swarajya

Fence That Eats The Crop
Government running Hindu temples is another anomaly India’s selective secularism fosters

R Jagannathan

The scale of loot and
irresponsibility goes 
beyond mere smuggling 
and illicit sale of idols

The disagreements between former Chief Justice of India JS
Khehar and Justice J Chelameswar on the Supreme Court 
collegium’s functioning are a direct outcome of the failure to 

finalise the Memorandum of Procedure (MoP) for appointment of jud-
ges. New CJI Dipak Misra must thus contend with internal dissension
on collegium functioning besides disagreements with Union govern-
ment on MoP provisions, which will arguably give the executive greater
leeway in rejecting collegium proposals. Justice Chelameswar, a 
collegium member, had alleged that collegium meetings were conducted

“casually” and had demanded that members 
should record their observations in writing.

His views cannot be ignored because the
Constitutional Bench that quashed the National
Judicial Appointments Commission Act was
unanimous in proposing a new MoP that would
introduce transparency in appointment process,
a secretariat to manage judicial appointments,
and a mechanism to address complaints against

those considered for appointment. This was an implicit admission
that collegium system needed reform. Unfortunately, the MoP has 
been stuck for over 20 months with the government and successive
CJIs disagreeing on key provisions.

An independent judiciary is non-negotiable but selection of judges
from the widest possible pool with appropriate scrutiny mechanisms
will only strengthen judicial autonomy. The MoP is no replacement for
the NJAC Act but is the best possible avenue left to ensure that collegi-
um deliberations follow standards of transparency that SC demands of
other public bodies. There are six SC judgeship vacancies to fill this 
year. 24 high courts are presently functioning with 672 judges against
407 vacancies. This is unacceptable. CJI Misra has his task cut out. The
solution is not to ignore dissenting voices but to subject the collegium to
rules that stand the test of natural justice. Both judiciary and executive
must shed mutual suspicions and quickly formalise the MoP.

Unfinished Business
Formalise a new MoP that ensures greater

transparency in judicial appointments

STEPHEN KINZER, US journalist
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A thought for today

You know, there are those people
who are serious rather 
neuro-tically; they think if they

follow a certain principle, belief, dogma
or ideology and keep practising it, that
they are serious. That belief breeds an
extraordinary state of imbalance. So
one has to be extremely alert to find out
what it means to be serious.

One can see that ideologies play a
tremendous part in the life of man
throughout the world and that these
ideologies do separate men into groups;
they divide people and by their very
nature these ideologies become ‘author-
ity’. Those who assume power in these
ideologies tyrannise, democratically or
ruthlessly; this is observable through-
out the world. Ideologies, principles 
and beliefs, actually prevent coopera-
tion. Division inevitably comes about if
you believe in a particular ideology,

whatever it may be (nationalistic or
religious). 

An ideologist is not a serious man.
He does not see the consequences of his
ideology. So, to be really serious one has
to put away completely, totally, these
nationalistic and religious divisions,
deny that which is utterly false
and perhaps as an outcome of
that there might be a possibility
of being really and truly serious.
We have to build a totally 
different world – a world that
has nothing whatsoever to do
with the present world of
manias and conflicts, of
competition, ruthlessness,
brutality and violence.

It is only the religious mind
that is a truly revolutionary
mind; there is no other revolutionary
mind, whether calling itself revolutio-
nary from the extreme left or centre; it is
not revolutionary. The mind, which

factually. What is going on in the world
indicates this, the division and conflict
of ideologies; you, knowing of an ideology
however superior, however great, how-
ever noble cannot possibly bring about
cooperation; perhaps it can bring about
a destructive tyranny, of the left or 
right, but it cannot possibly bring this
cooperation of understanding and love.

Cooperation is only possible when
there is no ‘authority’. You know, that is
one of the most dangerous things in 
the world ‘authority’. One assumes
‘authority’ in the name of an ideology,
or in the name of God, or Truth, and an
individual, or group of people, who 
have assumed that ‘authority’, cannot
possibly bring about a world order ...
Seriousness entails non-acceptance of
any authority, including the speaker
(referring to himself). 

(Abridged from Krishnamurti Talks
and Dialogues, Saanen 1968, 1st Public
Talk July 7, 1968. Courtesy: KFI)

calls itself left or centre, is only dealing
with a fragment of the totality and is
even breaking that fragment into 
various other parts; it is not a truly
revolutionary mind at all. 

The really religious mind – in the
deep sense of that word – is truly revolu-

tionary because it is beyond the
left, right and centre. To under-
stand this and cooperate with
each other is to bring about a
different social order; and it is
our responsibility. If we could
put away all these immature,
childish things, i think we could
be the salt of the earth; and that
is the only reason for which we
have come together, there is no
other reason.

You are not going to get
something from me, nor i from you. That
which is absolutely essential is not
possible around an ideology. I think that
is fairly obvious, historically and

Neurotic Belief Creates Extraordinary Imbalance
Talk: J Krishnamurti
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Alliances and partnerships produce stability 
when they reflect realities and interests

The decision of
the special CBI
court that pro-
nounced a 20
years sentence
to rape convict

Gurmeet Ram Rahim Singh,
the controversial head of the
Dera Sacha Sauda (DSS), is 
welcome though long delayed. It
also provides that rare silver 
lining to a very dark and malo-
dorous cloud that symbolises
Indian politics, governance and
the cynical manipulation of
gullible religious sentiment. 

This rape case was first 
reported in the local media of
Sirsa, the headquarters of DSS,
15 years ago by an intrepid 
local journalist, Ram Chander
Chhatrapati. Tragically he was
shot dead in October 2002 for 
having dared to expose the 
sordid criminality of the DSS
chief – and to the shame of the 
local Haryana government this
murder case was not even regis-
tered by police, though the 
victim was alive for three weeks
after the murderous attack.

Though long delayed, it is
cause for some satisfaction that
justice may finally be done 
after a series of cover-ups and
obfuscation relating to the 
activities of DSS that have left

India diminished – even as it is
celebrating its 70th birthday.

Two strands merit scrutiny
in the trajectory of the long 
delayed Singh conviction and
reflect poorly on the credibility
of equitable democracy and the
sanctity of law in India. 

The first relates to the prevai-
ling index of rectitude in India’s
governance and the security of
the common citizen. Singh, a
godman cum actor/pop-singer of
dubious quality claims to have
more than 50 million followers
and his sexual transgressions

were fairly well known. Yet this
larger than life criminal was 
allowed to become a regional 
celebrity and given state protec-
tion. The sordid rape details 
were communicated to Atal 
Bihari Vajpayee, the PM of the
day in 2002, since the hapless 
survivors could get no redress

from their guardians within the
dera – and their families were 
intimidated into silence.

While this case has taken
over 15 years to reach this point,
it is to the credit of the survivors
that they persevered and of the
CBI hierarchy that they refused
to be swayed by the ‘establish-
ment’ to close the case. Former
CBI officer M Narayanan has 
disclosed various details of the
DSS chief that are both an eye-
opener and chilling for the avera-
ge citizen and point to a venal 
political culture that was willing
to condone the most heinous cri-
mes for short-term electoral gain.

Narayanan recalls that for
five years the cult leader was 
deemed ‘untouchable’ due to
his political mentors – and it was
only after 2007 that CBI brought
the case back on track. In this

electoral munificence!
The related strand is the

manner in which the Haryana
police handled the Singh 
conviction over the last week.
The violence and terror that
Panchkula was subjected to is
illustrative of deplorable state
abdication and perhaps even 
tacit collusion. That the army
had to be called in to stabilise
the situation is eerily remini-
scent of what happened both
during the Jat agitation and 
the Rampal case. Excessive reli-
ance on the army for internal
law and order is undesirable in
a democracy but the political
apex remains indifferent. 

Dera culture in many parts
of north India is a manifesta-
tion of an irrevocable loss of
faith in the politics of India and
the integrity of the elected 
representative. Hence religiosity
is being cynically manipulated
both by the deviant godman and
the guardian politician. 

But the silver lining in this
dark cloud is the courage 
and perseverance of the rape
survivors – two anonymous 
women – and the much derided
CBI hierarchy. Hopefully the
murder of Chhatrapati will 
soon be taken to its logical and
ethical conclusion.

The writer is Director, Society for
Policy Studies

period India had different 
governments: from NDA-1 to
UPA-1 and 2, and now NDA-2 led
by PM Modi. An impartial 
internal investigation may lead
to many skeletons tumbling out
and perhaps the full truth will
never be known.

But what is in the public 
domain only confirms the poor
opinion that the citizen has 
about the integrity and charac-
ter of the Indian political class.
For the last 15 years, the DSS
chief, given the vote bank that
he commands, has been a major
swing factor at the hustings.
Consequently regional parties
in Haryana and Punjab and the
national parties – Congress and
BJP – have paid obeisance to
this sleazy cult leader. The cur-
rent Haryana CM has publicly
thanked the DSS chief for his

Rapist, dera chief and a political worthy: A case that
reflects poorly on the prevailing index of rectitude 

C Uday Bhaskar

But the silver lining in
this dark cloud is the
courage and
perseverance of the
rape survivors – two
anonymous women –
and the much derided
CBI hierarchy
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